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Sen. Ghazala Hashmi’s Statement on Holding
Students’ College Transcripts Hostage

RICHMOND, VA — Today, Senator Ghazala Hashmi (D-Chesterfield) issued the following statement in
response to the House Appropriations Higher Education Sub-Committee vote to “lay on the table,”
effectively defeating, legislation prohibiting Virginia public universities from withholding student
transcripts for unpaid direct-to-college debt. As detailed in a recent Virginia Public Media series,
institutions of higher education practice transcript withholding to collect unpaid debts from students
which renders them unable to continue their education or obtain meaningful employment, making them
even less able to pay their dues. Furthermore, it is an ineffective process of debt collection that
disproportionately harms low income and minority students. Senator Hashmi’s legislation, SB 159, would
have banned this practice, strengthening the Commonwealth’s labor force by allowing students to access
their transcripts and proceed with their education and careers. The legislation passed on a bipartisan vote
from the Senate. Working with a variety of stakeholders to address concerns, Senator Hashmi further
amended the legislation to require that colleges and universities release only those academic credits that
have been fully paid for by the student.

“As an educator and parent, I find it unconscionable that we are allowing colleges and universities to
literally hold these students’ futures hostage, creating a dangerous feedback loop that denies them
opportunities for employment and kneecapping their ability to pay off what they owe. In a world of
crushing student debt, this is the most short-sighted—if not mean-spirited—insult they could add to
injury,” said Senator Hashmi. “It’s a travesty that nearly 58,000 students have abandoned credits at public
Virginia universities. It’s particularly egregious that students cannot even access those credits for which
they have already paid. If they have paid for these classes and successfully completed those credits, they
should have transcripts in hand so that they do not have to unnecessarily repeat those credits at another
institution. I’m going to keep fighting for Virginia’s students.”
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